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Propel Your Business to a Higher Level 

For any producer, running a successful practice is no easy task. It’s imperative to plan, be nimble and stay 
sharply focused to reach elite producer status. In this report, we’ll look at how elite producers stay in 
business longer and achieve higher levels of productivity by implementing key activities in their practices. 

To find out what elite producers are doing to propel their business to higher levels of success, we analyzed 
an independent survey performed by a large broker dealer. The study focused on producers who have been 
in business for at least five years and have a run rate of $5 million or more in annuities and life insurance. 
Nearly 60 percent of those surveyed were securities licensed. The average number of years in the insurance 
industry for producers surveyed reached 14.2 years.
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1
Clear Vision for the Future

Many producers are so busy meeting with clients and performing various day-to-day tasks that 
they fail to dedicate time to thinking and working ON their business, as opposed to just working 
IN their business. Conversely, elite producers instinctively know they must plan for the future 
of their business. They have a vision, or at least a set of ideas, that portrays the future of their 
business. They know where they want their business to be in five or 10 years and have an idea 
of the milestones that must be met along the way. Think of the vision as the foundation needed 
to build a strong practice. It provides a sense of inspiration and serves as a cornerstone when 
crafting a blueprint for the future. A vision can include how the business will operate and who it will 
ideally serve. It can be based on a business philosophy and should be clear in defining milestones.

Once there’s a clear vision, the next step is the 
plan—making the vision a reality. There are two 
types: a business plan and a marketing plan. 
Both require thoughtful planning, execution, 
refinement, evaluation and measurement. 

Having a clear vision and plan gets results 
because every activity is tied to a goal. With a 
variety of marketing activities available, how do 
elite producers decide which ones to focus on? 
Normal producers may engage in activities they 
“think” are working, repeat them without variation and even alternate activities too often. The problem 
with this approach is the producer never fully understands why an activity does or doesn’t work, 
and never gets a clear understanding of which activities are most beneficial. Planning will increase 
the probability of success and make each marketing activity easier to measure, refine and evaluate. 

Good business leaders  

          create a vision 

     articulate the vision, 
passionately own the vision,  

                and RELENTLESSLY
drive it to completion.”

- Jack Welch
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Measure and Refine the Plan

“Half the money I spend on advertising is wasted,” said John Wanamaker, the father of modern advertising. 
“The trouble is I don’t know which half.” While somewhat true, implementing, measuring and refining a 
marketing plan will increase your Return on Investment (ROI) and lessen the chance of wasted time, money 
and resources. More than half of the elite producers surveyed said they spend between 5 and 

15 percent of their revenue on marketing. But, to maximize this investment, they need to know what 
tactics attract their ideal clients.

Elite producers spend between 

5 and 15%
 of their revenue on marketing

Client events and seminar marketing continue to yield a high ROI for elite producers and remain two of 
the primary sources for generating new prospects and referrals. By measuring results, elite producers 
quickly identify issues and tweak their processes to be more strategic—saving time and money and closing 
business faster. For example, when mailing invites to seminar prospects, most producers purchase a list 
of prospects by zip code, or radius, based on standard demographics (age 55 or older, annual household 
income of $30K-plus, homeowner) and blanket all of the zip codes with mailers. Elite producers, however,  
take it a step further and use a targeted mapping system to determine which areas have the highest density 
of qualified prospects. They then work down from the highest density to the lowest. This strategy of doing 
business helps them save on printing, postage and mailing list costs and, in turn, net higher returns on their 
marketing investments. 

2
Marketing Activities Utilized by Elite Producers
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3
Business Systems in Place 

Research indicates elite producers have systematized processes 
and tools in place to measure and streamline business, ranging 
from how an inbound lead is handled to each detail of the client 
experience continuum. The study we analyzed found that 69 percent 
of elite producers utilize a Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) tool to help measure results of marketing initiatives, and 55 
percent of them track leads through their sales funnel. Additionally, 
elite producers qualify their prospects and score their client 
database. This allows producers to spend their time and resources 
on the prospects with the greatest sales potential and ensure they 
are properly nurtured. 

With a more sophisticated approach to tracking and qualifying prospects, you can clearly see how elite producers 
are able to focus their time, energy and resources on serving fewer clients while achieving higher levels of 
income and capturing a larger percentage of the clients’ overall assets. This is because a smaller, qualified client 
list of highly qualified prospects allows elite producers more time to cultivate relationships with prospects—
contacting them once every three weeks versus quarterly or yearly. To do this effectively, elite producers set up 
standard systems to nurture relationships with A-level clients and prospects, including a set number of calls, 
emails, newsletters, face-to-face meetings and client appreciation efforts. When it comes to effectively utilizing 
marketing dollars and tracking their application and success rates, elite producers have figured out the most 
efficient business systems and tools to engage with clients and prospects—and they work.
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4
Relationship Focused

With efficient business systems in place, elite producers have more time to spend connecting with their 
clients and prospects. Developing professional relationships requires consistent effort over time, and elite 
producers know spending more time getting personally connected drives business. After reporting on the 
marketing tactics most commonly used, we’ll dive deeper to analyze the approach. Elite producers understand 
advertising is constantly evolving and they must too if they want to reach their clients and prospects. So, 
what do they do? They provide clients with valuable information on a regular basis and strive to connect 
with each client personally. They reach out with relevant information that pertains to the client’s situation, 
and they engage in meaningful conversations about their clients’ needs and families. Their communication 
is purpose-driven, sometimes personal and, on occasion, even loving. They get to know their clients well and 
genuinely care about them and their family’s well-being.

Average Amount Spent 
on Client Event

$500-$1,000

$10,000+

$6,000-$7,000

$4,000-$5,000

$2,000-$3,000

64%
of elite producers say they 

host at least one client event every year.

- Provide clients with valuable and   
  personalized information.

- Spend more time getting to know  
  their clients.

- Constantly ask for feedback in order  
  to improve their business.

Elite producers are their clients’ 
greatest resource because they:

How do elite producers form long-lasting relationships? They send 
timely and relevant articles, customized mail, non-business-related 
high-end magazines, send gift baskets and simply ask for client 
feedback. Information provides real value to clients, but it also 
provides value to the elite producers. It is not surprising 87 percent 
of elite producers who spend more time getting to know their clients 
also survey their top clients about their experience, services and 
satisfaction. Clients appreciate knowing their financial and insurance 
professional cares enough to improve their service, and the producer 
uses the feedback to implement changes in their business processes 
and/or refine their business and marketing plans. 

Elite producers go to great lengths to show appreciation. For example, 64.3 percent of elite producers host 
at least one client-appreciation event per year. Hosting client events not only says “thank you,” but it’s also 
one of the best ways to stay connected and generate referrals. These events are not the standard seminar 
events that provide information to prospects in a conference or meeting room setting, they are low-key, 
non-business-related social activities held for A-level clients and their friends (referrals). An ideal client 
event should be intimate and encourage mingling and introductions (15-20 people). A vast majority of elite 
producers in the survey reported spending between $1,000 and $5,000 for each event, with 7 percent of the 
producers spending upwards of $10,000 or more for a larger event (70 or more attendees), a relatively low 
cost for the return—happy clients and referrals.
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5
Well Connected, Generate Referrals
Client events are just one way elite producers generate referrals and focus on organic growth to feed their 
business. We wanted to know how some elite producers became nearly 90 percent referral-based, so let’s look 
at two more referral activities: strategic partnerships and “introductions.” The survey found elite producers often 
team up with other professionals or strategic partners, such as an attorney, CPA, bank, credit union or advisor to 
do joint work on advanced planning cases. In fact, 77 percent of the elite producers surveyed reported having a 
referral alliance with an attorney. Of those, 50 percent conducted a joint seminar or client event with their alliance, 
and reported receiving more attendees, referrals and higher sales from those events compared to solo events. 
In addition, they found partnering with a professional alliance strengthened their competitive edge by increasing 
their service offering, benefits and knowledge. 

We also found elite producers receive more introductions because they are well connected, actively involved in 
their community, serve on boards and volunteer regularly. These actions enable them to naturally find themselves 
working alongside centers of influence and gaining introductions. Introduction inducing activities include 
volunteering to give educational seminars for professional networking luncheons, sponsoring charity events and 
actively pursuing other networking opportunities in the community.

Seeking professional alliances, holding client-appreciation events and gaining introductions are all considered 
“social prospecting.” Elite producers understand the high value of these activities and participate on purpose and 
in a planful way. With that being said, elite producers don’t become successful all on their own, and they know 
the adage, “you are the company you keep.” Elite producers seek counsel from other producers and business 
professionals who will hold them accountable, inspire them with new ideas and shorten their learning curve. 

It gets lonely at the top, and elite producers know they need a support network to succeed. It can be 
difficult to find like-minded entrepreneurs facing the same unique challenges to share ideas with and seek 
advice from. Elite producers report networking activities provide ideas, sharpen business skills and result 
in faster professional and business growth. In fact, according to feedback from a newly independent 
producer, every time she attends a networking event or training academy, she leaves energized, more 
confident and full of ready-to-implement ideas she utilizes to double her income in the following months. 

Networking with other elite producers shortens the learning curve,  
provides ready-to-implement ideas and can double your income after each event. 
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Here are some easy-to-implement takeaways: 

 1.   Document your business goals and a business and marketing plan to achieve those goals.
 2.   Measure and refine your plan to focus efforts on marketing strategies that work.
 3.   Use a CRM to measure marketing initiatives and track leads through your sales pipeline. 
 4.   Focus on a smaller client list with highly qualified prospects.
 5.   Hold client events, find a strategic partner and join a professional network. 

Conclusion

The financial services industry, clients’ needs, business models and marketing trends are constantly evolving, 
and although many of the business drivers discussed seem simple on the surface, each demands time, 
discipline and consistent effort to implement. At Arrivus Advisors, we believe we’re upon the greatest time 
in our industry, and it’s our passion to help you reach your potential. It’s up to professionals like you to help 
individuals plan and provide for their families’ futures. 

How do we help you become an elite producer? We invest time and effort into your business in order to build 
your success. We have the ability to provide product choices, sales concepts, marketing assistance and top-
notch service like nothing you’ve experienced before from other independent marketing organizations (IMOs).

We’re a seasoned team with an extended track record of helping agents deepen their client relationships, 
increasing overall revenue and making the insurance business much easier as a whole.



The presenters of this information are not associated with, or endorsed by, the Social Security Administration or any other government 
agency. Annuities are insurance products backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing company; they are not FDIC insured; are 
not obligations or deposits of, and are not guaranteed or underwritten by any bank, savings and loan or credit union or its affiliates; are 
unrelated to and not a condition of the provision or term of any banking service or activity.  

Respond and learn how various financial products including insurance and annuities can positively impact your retirement.   
By responding you may be contacted by a licensed insurance professional.

This material has been prepared for informational and educational purposes only. It is not intended to provide, and should not be relied 
upon for, accounting, legal, tax or investment advice. 

Guaranteed lifetime income available through annuitization or the purchase of an optional lifetime income rider, a benefit for 
which an annual premium is charged. Annuities are long-term, tax-deferred vehicles designed for retirement and contain some 
limitations. Earnings are taxable as ordinary income when distributed, and if withdrawn before age 59½, may be subject to a 
10 percent federal tax penalty. Fixed Indexed Annuities do not participate in any stock or equity investments. Limitations and 
restrictions apply, including withdrawal charges and recapture charges. During the withdrawal and recapture charge period, the 
annuity’s cash withdrawal value may be less than the premium. For costs and complete details, contact your Licensed Insurance 
Professional. 

Richard Hall 1.800.488.4237

1012 S.W. King Ave., Suite 203
Portland, OR 97205

1.800.488.4237
richard@arrivus.com
www.arrivus.com


